Construction To Start After Hurricane Season

Channel 16, WEDU TV Antenna Planned

By MAXINE LEVINS

Channel 16, WEDU TV antenna, will be built on the University of South Florida campus after the Lake Worth hurricane. The tower will be 110 feet high, and the construction begins in the next two weeks. The completed tower will be on the east side of the USF campus, near the main entrance.

More ETV Funds Granted

The Florida Educational Television Council awarded $13,000 to the University of South Florida for the purchase of a new television set for the USF campus. The funds will be used to upgrade the ETV equipment on the USF campus.

Tunnel, Wagon For USF?

John A. Stirling, chairman of the University of South Florida's Board of Regents, said that a tunnel and a wagon could be built on the USF campus to ease congestion. He said that the tunnel and wagon could be used by students and faculty to travel between buildings.

Student Swims Into Paralympics

David Reber, a senior at the University of South Florida, will be swimming in the Paralympic Games. Reber was born without arms and has been swimming since he was a child. He hopes to win a medal at the Games.

Paralympic Swim

David Reber, a senior at the University of South Florida, will be swimming in the Paralympic Games. Reber was born without arms and has been swimming since he was a child. He hopes to win a medal at the Games.

New Bay Campus Is Open

The University of South Florida's new Bay Campus is now open for enrollment. The campus is located in St. Petersburg, Florida.

Student Swims Into Paralympics

David Reber, a senior at the University of South Florida, will be swimming in the Paralympic Games. Reber was born without arms and has been swimming since he was a child. He hopes to win a medal at the Games.

Cafeteria Speed-up Plan Proposed by Committee

The Cafeteria Speed-Up Plan, proposed by the Committee on Food, will be presented to the student body for their approval. The plan includes proposals to increase cafeteria efficiency and reduce wait times.

Low Enrollment Blamed for Woes

By JOHN AUSTIN

The Committee for Enrollment and Planning, chaired by John Austin, met on Thursday to discuss low enrollment rates at the University of South Florida. The committee blamed the low enrollment rates on the lack of interest in the university among potential students.

New Officers Elected For Florida Group

The Florida Education Association elected new officers to lead the organization. The new officers include President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary. The meeting took place on Friday, and the new officers will begin their duties immediately.

Proposed Serving Lines

The proposed serving lines for the Cafeteria Speed-Up Plan are as follows:

- All students will be able to choose from a variety of food options.
- Wait times will be reduced through the use of additional staff and improved food preparation methods.
- The cafeteria will be open for longer hours to accommodate student needs.

Other coverage was made in the local news, but these are the main events of the day.
What is the ‘One Rule’?

By D. A. POFELL

Note: This is a great column.

Dear Editor:

The editors of the student newspaper are reserving their ability to issue memorials in the manual of course. They are also aware of the fact that the ’one rule’ is not just a practical necessity. It is also a moral one. The editors feel that it is as important to be moral as it is to be practical. The editors believe that the ’one rule’ is the moral one. It is the one that is primarily affected. The editors feel that the ’one rule’ is the moral one. It is the one that is primarily affected. The editors believe that the ’one rule’ is the moral one. It is the one that is primarily affected.
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Chairman, Internal Affairs
Student Association

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

We want to express our concern about the increasing number of students who are not attending classes. We feel that this is not only a waste of time, but it is also a waste of resources. We believe that all students should be treated equally, regardless of their attendance record. We hope that you will take this matter seriously and address it in the future.

CREDIT WHERE CREDIT

Chairman, Internal Affairs
Student Association

Bay Campus Offers PE and Recreation

A wide range of physical activities and recreational opportunities will be offered at the Bay Campus next semester. The activities include swimming, tennis, and basketball. The recreation facilities include the beach, the pool, and the tennis courts. Students will have the opportunity to participate in these activities on a regular basis.

Art Review

Inhumanity Is Theme Of Golensis Exhibition

BY ROBERT E. MCKENZIE

Art, Education

Inhumanity is the theme of this year’s Golenis exhibition. The exhibition, which will be held in the Golenis Art Gallery, will feature a variety of works of art that deal with the theme of inhumanity. The exhibition will be open to the public and will be free of charge.

Two Longtime Staffers Leave

Mrs. Rendina To Be On UC’s Author Program

Mrs. Rendina, a member of the UC staff for many years, will be a guest on the University of California’s author program next month. The program will be held in the University of California’s auditorium. Mrs. Rendina will speak on a topic related to her work at the University of California.

Ray Says

CB106

Out Tr!

TENANT

Mr. Bryant agrees that the Bay Campus will be an excellent location for the University of South Florida. He believes that the Bay Campus will provide a variety of opportunities for students.

Mistaken Identity

An article in the student newspaper misidentified the author of “The Fugitives.” The author of the article, Mr. Fitch, has been identified as Mr. Fitch, not Mr. Fitch. The student newspaper apologizes for any confusion that may have arisen.

Civil War Popular Subject

In recent years, the Civil War has become a popular subject in the United States. Many history classes now include a unit on the Civil War. This has led to an increase in the number of books, movies, and television shows about the Civil War. The Civil War is also a popular subject in the media. Many news programs and news magazines now include a Civil War segment. The Civil War is also a popular subject in the arts. Many paintings, sculptures, and other works of art are created about the Civil War.
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The only gasoline priced below regular with:

- New higher octane
- New carborator cleaner
- New Clean-Fuel Filter

If you use regular, you ought to try New 190, priced below Sunoco's regular grade!

The happy truth is that many cars built to run on premium gasoline don't need the high octane regular you find at most stations. The sad truth is, many motorists, who only know this.

That's why, if you use regular gasoline, and are accustomed to getting top performance and saving money, too, you ought to try Sunoco's New 190, priced below regular.

And, you'll be getting the only gasoline priced below regular that offers these three great features:

- New Higher Octane — means even more cars can now run without regular. A knock-inhibiting paper with Sunoco's pressurized blends. New Carborator Cleaner — for Sunoco's new gasoline clean deposits out of carborators. Keeps carborators clean so you drive to protect against shifting. Can increase gasoline mileage up to 5%. New Clean-Fuel Filter — filters the gasoline clean so the water you don't...to help keep engines performing at full power.

Sunoco's New 190

to make your car run best while you pay less!